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Roster Updates (July 2020)
New Members
3570
Nick Parker, BC
Returning Members
1557
Kenneth Turner, SK
Passed Away
1578
Robert Gregory, BC
Congratulations on Receiving the 15 year Long Service Medal
1369
Lucie-Marie Roy, AB
2203
Gerald Pash, BC
Congratulations on Receiving a 1st Bar to the 15 Year Long Service Medal
1369
Lucie-Marie Roy, AB
2203
Gerald Pash, BC
Congratulations on Receiving a 2nd Bar to the 15 Year Long Service Medal
1369
Lucie-Marie Roy, AB
1698
Thomas Doran, ON
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In Memoriam
Robert “Bob” Gregory
MCC of C Member #1578
(August 17, 1937 - August 5, 2020)

On August 5, 2020, the Military Collectors’ Club of Canada lost another long
serving and respected member, Robert B. Gregory, Member #1578.
Bob was born in Port Arthur (Thunder Bay), ON, and in 1954 at
the age of 17 moved to Victoria, BC to join the RCN, serving four years.
Bob joined the MCC of C, in the spring of 1979 and maintained a 41-year
membership in support of the Club. Bob was eligible for and received the 15Year Long Service Medal and two 10-Year Bars to the LSM.
Bob was known for his sense of humor and his propensity for tall tales as
attested to in his obituary opening statement: “Bob, the kind of guy who
would bring a rocket launcher to the dinner table”. He will be missed by all
who knew him.
On behalf of the Club’s Executive and Membership, I would like to offer
condolences to Robert’s wife Kay and the Gregory family, acknowledge Bob’s
interest in military history and militaria and thank him for his interest in and
loyalty to the Military Collectors’ Club of Canada.
Respectfully submitted by Martin Urquhart #3406
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MCC of C President’s Message
What can I do?
Depending on how you say it, these same four words
can be either a cheerful offer of assistance or a
resigned expression of helplessness. Which will you
choose?
Compared to the many who have lost their lives, their
loved ones, or suffered severe illness due to the
pandemic, most of us are pretty fortunate that it is only our leisure activities
that have suffered. Even there we do not have to meekly accept our fate. All
around us, people are working hard to keep our culture alive. Will you
support them, or better yet, join them?
Our tireless National Secretary-Treasurer, Martin Urquhart, does double duty
performing the same role for the Calgary Chapter, and has led the effort to
replace the Chapter’s in-person musters with virtual Zoom ones. He has
patiently led many of us through the technological basics so we are now
starting to move onto the finer points of camera angles, pacing and lighting.
Hollywood, look out!
The Organizing Committee of the Southern Alberta Chapter has resumed work
on figuring out how to mount our 2021 Conference, despite the daunting
level of uncertainty about what may be allowed, feasible, or financially viable.
Our editor Nick Beck puts untold hours into keeping those Journals arriving in
your mailbox.
I was fortunate recently to be able to mount historical displays at two small
Alberta gun shows that managed to meet all public health requirements for
distancing, masking and sanitizing. While attendance was down, the joy of
being able to resume a semblance of normality was palpable. It was only
through the hard work and persistence of show organizers Linda Toewes and
Gerard Gibeau that these events were able to proceed after so many have
been cancelled.
Each one of us can choose to ask, “what can I do?” in a hopeful manner and
choose to make our membership more than just a subscription to a
newsletter. We need computer whizzes or people who can recruit them, we
need people to organize online events or, where allowed, small local
gatherings. We need people to write articles. The list is endless. Just drop me
a line. Let’s talk about what you can do and figure it out together!
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Secretary - Treasurer’s Updates
Club Business Updates
1. 2020 MEMBERSHIPS DUES ARE NOW DUE
2020 membership renewals are now due and 2021
membership renewals are on the horizon. Please check
your records to verify or check the mailing label on your
Journal envelope for your membership expiry date.
2. Mailing address and Membership Expiry Date, A reminder
Please check the mailing label on your Journal envelope for mailing address
errors and your membership expiry date. Checking the mailing label achieves
the following:
- It helps keep your mailing address information up to date, avoiding
Journal mail disruptions.
- It helps avoid undelivered mail, return mail and their fees charged
to the Club.
- It helps a member avoid late payment of dues or payment
duplication, and
- It helps reduce the time and effort required contacting members
whose membership is in arrears.
3. A Reminder - The Journal is available in Digital Format
The Journal is available in both print and digital formats. If you would prefer
your Journal emailed to you, contact the Secretary/Treasurer, and request
your Journal in digital format. Digital Journals are produced and sent to
members at no cost to the Club.
4. A Reminder - Your Swap & Shop Notices are also posted Online
Swap & Shop Notices appear in both the Journal and on our website. Taking
advantage of the internet, online notices should help increase your notice’s
reach.
5. 15-Year Long Service Medals and 10-Year Bars
All eligible members receive, free of charge, Club long service awards. These
include the Club’s Long Service Medal for fifteen years continuous service,
and the Club’s Ten-Year Bar for each additional ten-year period. If you are
eligible to receive a long service award, submit a request to the
Secretary/Treasurer. A request is required.
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Members #0001 to #0081 are eligible for their 4th bar
Members #0082 to #1052 are eligible for their 3rd bar
Members #1053 to #2089 are eligible for their 2rd bar
Members #2090 to #2756 are eligible for their 1st bar
Members #2757 to #3267 are eligible for their 15 YLSM

WE NEED A WEBSITE MASTER
The individual needs to have online technical and website maintenance
experience as the club’s site is both intricate, complicated and evolving.
Contact us if you, or someone you know, can help.

2020 Convention Sponsor & Donor Recognition
The Military Collectors’ Club of Canada’s (MCC of C) was to hold its 57th
Annual Convention on Friday and Saturday April 10th and 11th, 2020. The
onset of COVID - 19, evolving Federal and Provincial Guidelines and Gathering
Restrictions resulted in the cancellation of our 2020 Convention on March 19,
2020. By the cancellation date, long-term planning had been ongoing,
registrations and auction item donations had been and were continuing to be
received.
With cancellation, event related activities ceased but rather than have the
efforts of the event planners, registrants and donors go unrecognized, I
assembled a list of individuals that were intimately involved in the planning,
had registered and/or donated auction items in support of the event. On
behalf of the Club’s Executive and Memberships, Certificates of Appreciation
were issued along with 2020 Convention pins to thank the following
individuals and companies for their considerable efforts and generous
support, despite the cancellation. We are grateful, and we look forward to
the time when we can gather for a face to face Convention.
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2020 Planner/Registrant/Donor
Gary Gibson, #3472, Cochrane, AB
Alan Mackenzie, #2381, Calgary, AB
Bob Robins, #3456, AB
Martin Urquhart, #3406, Calgary, AB

2020 Registrant/Donor
Herb Johnson, #H011, Stavely AB
Don Klancher, #2945, Kamloops, BC
Barry Sale, #3022, Williams Lake, BC
John Siem, #3465 , Monarch, AB
Andrew Smyth, #2116, Calgary, AB
Doug Styles, #0218, Edmonton, AB
Kevin Roberts, #3459, Calgary,AB
Gail Urquhart, #3541, Calgary, AB

2020 Registrant
Teri Bryant, #3250, Calgary, AB
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Ian Edwards, #H014, Edmonton, AB
Allan Kerr, #0786, Edmonton, AB
Trevor McAllister, #2989, Sherwood Park, AB
Ian Smythe, #3038, Edmonton, AB
Joe Van Alstine, #3450, Edmonton, AB

2020 Auction Donor
Fraser Arnold, #3528, Knights Cross Militaria, Edmonton, AB
Warren Bard, #3358, Edmonton, AB
Calgary Militaria Shows, Calgary, AB
Calgary Police Association, Calgary, AB
Calgary Police Credit Union, Calgary, AB
Gail Urquhart Consulting, Calgary, AB
Lisa Hathaway, Calgary, AB
Richard Middleton, #3531, Knights Cross Militaria, Edmonton,
AB Doug Milne, Calgary, AB
Mike McMahon, #2195, Arctic Medals and Militaria, Calgary, AB
Reid Moseley, #3146, Shoulder to Shoulder Militaria, Calgary, AB
Geoff Todd, #1200, Bunker to Bunker Books, Calgary, AB
Bill Treleaven, #3478, Things Military, Calgary, AB
Tanya Ursual, #0780, Medals of War, Kemptville, ON
Wildlife Technical Services Inc., Calgary, AB
Willow Park Wines and Spirits, Calgary, AB
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Free Firearms Verification Services Available
Under Canadian law, “before you can register a firearm for the first time, you
must have it verified. Verification confirms the identification and class of a
firearm by a certified verifier. It helps with classification, integrity,
completeness, and accuracy in the Canadian Firearms Information System
database” (RCMP Website).
National President Teri Jane Bryant has recently become a certified firearms
verifier and can assist MCC members with firearms verification requirements.
Such requirements most often arise when a firearm that may require
registration is discovered whose previous history is unknown, such as in an
estate, or when legal requirements change. Please contact her at
tallteri@shaw.ca with any questions.
Secretary & Treasurer Martin Urquhart (#3406)

CANADA’S ARMOUR IN WORLD WAR TWO
Part 4
Submitted by John Seim (#3465)
In parts 1-3 of this series the author has outlined some of the significant
organizational and technical challenges faced by the Canadian Armoured
Corps in the early years of the war. In this article, the consequences of those
early technical and organizational developments will be further explored.
Prior to the war, Canada’s automotive industry had enjoyed approximately
twenty years of special trading status with Great Britain and the rest of the
Empire. Particularly, truck designs had been accepted by the British, despite
the Canadian use of SAE standard tooling. As previously discussed, this
familiarity was to facilitate British acceptance of a number of North American
designs, and this was part of the reason why the M4 Sherman design was
acceptable to the British. By the summer of 1942 Canadian expertise at
manufacturing motor vehicles had also translated into a series of transport
and other armoured vehicles in addition to the Valentine and Ram tanks.
These vehicles were to bridge the gap between the functions of tanks and
soft-skinned vehicles and were to round-out the equipment inventory of the
First Canadian Army.
For the duration of the war, all Canadian production would be devoted
entirely to war production and no civilian vehicles were made.
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Various GMC-made vehicles awaiting delivery at the Oshawa,
Ontario lot in 1942.

Chevrolet (Canada) trucks supplied to the Long-Range Desert Patrol Group in
North Africa, 1941.

The Canadian armoured battle experience in both Southern and
Northwestern Europe was largely written by the US-made M4 Medium
(Sherman) Tank, which had been conceived by American planners after the
development of the earlier M3 series, but which was actually advanced by
Canadian experience with the Ram Tank. Because there was precious little
guarantee that either British or American industrial capacity would be made
available to supply armoured vehicles for Canada, the Ram had been
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developed as a “made in Canada” solution to adequately provide for our
existing and foreseen tank requirements. However, several developments
were to change the Canadian perspective. The first of these was the rapid
expansion of our armoured forces. The second was America’s entry into the
war, together with the massive expansion of American industrial output. The
final development was to become increasingly problematic and controversial
to this day—namely German tank design evolution and the need to remain
abreast of events actually occurring on the battlefield.

Ford F 60 2 ½ ton Truck.

Ford Fox Armoured Car.
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GMC Otter Armoured Car.

GMC CWT 15 Armoured Truck.
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In a nutshell, in early 1942, the M4 Sherman appeared to be the Allied
solution to the urgent and rapidly expanding requirement to field massive
numbers of modern tanks capable of contesting Axis expansion. The first
design borrowed heavily from the Canadian Ram. In late 1941 US designers
had received early prototype Rams which they tested against the M3, and the
Americans subsequently quickly designed and tested the M4, which began
production in April of 1942. These early vehicles were soon rolling off the GM
assembly line in large numbers, and were initially urgently deployed by the
British in North Africa, where they were found to be more than a match for
anything the Italians fielded, or for the German Mk III Medium Tank (in early
1942, the principal German battle tank in Africa). The M4 was simple to
manufacture, very reliable, relatively easy to service and repair, and had a
relatively good gun. British crews appreciated the gyroscopically-stabilized
75mm Howitzer, which allowed them to get on target very rapidly, even
though it was still necessary to stop the vehicle in order to complete aiming.
So, even though the M4’s gun could not outrange larger German Anti-tank
Artillery, in tank-on-tank engagements, the Sherman was usually the first to
get an accurately-aimed shot off. It was in North Africa that British crews also
quickly discovered the Sherman’s chief faults; namely, like its M3
predecessor, the tank had inadequate armour protection, a poor ammunition
storage system, and the gasoline-powered engine was quick to set on fire and
explode, giving the tank the unfortunate nickname of “The Ronson.”

Burnt out Sherman, victim of a German 88mm Antitank Artillery. An easy target,
given its great height signature.
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Fortunately, the M4, unlike the M3, with its very ungainly height, was
relatively easy to get into a hull-down position—at least where the terrain
permitted, or where suitable excavating equipment could be found and British
crews quickly exploited its mobility to use the terrain to their advantage.
Hull-down shooting skills were perfected.

Hull-Down and Turret-Down Tank Positions.

1942 was also to be the year when Allied armour was to first experience the
two most-formidable weapons in the German arsenal—the high-velocity
75mm and 88mm anti-tank guns, which were also mounted on the
most-modern German tanks (Mks IV, V and VI). Mark IVs and Vs began to
deploy in Tunisia in late 1942. These tanks were designed specifically to
defeat allied armour and they remained the Sherman’s chief nemeses for the
duration of the war. The British were to attempt to address the M4 tank’s
basic faults, first by trying to modify the M4 armour design, and by trying to
improve the range of its tank gun using a variety of methods, but none of
these proved to be entirely satisfactory for the duration of hostilities in
Europe. In 1942 there was no Allied gun suitable to mount on a heavy tank
design that was capable of bridging the distance gap in which improved
armour might provide adequate protection.
If confronting a German Mk VI (Tiger) Tank, which combined the 88mm gun
with heavy frontal armour protection, the stark facts were that the Tiger
could critically engage an M4 at 2000 yards with zero probability that the M4s
75mm gun could critically frontally engage a Tiger tank at any range!
Fortunately, only a handful of the Mk. VIs ever made it to Africa.
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Effect of German Anti-tank Gun Fire on the Sherman Tank, in terms of probability
of rendering the M4 Crew and/or Mechanical Function “critically-damaged.”

Having said this, the M3 and M4 75mm gun did offer an advantage over other
Cruiser Tank guns. High Explosive (HE) and Smoke (WP) ammunition gave the
US design much-improved flexibility versus earlier Cruiser tank gun designs
only capable of firing Armour Piercing (AP) ammunition. The added versatility
of the M4 design gun in providing infantry artillery support was to ultimately
render earlier mission-specific British Cruiser Tank and US Tank Destroyer
concepts obsolete.
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Squadron Indirect Artillery Shoot with WP or HE on Enemy-Manned
Crossroads, 1944.

Another major problem limiting 1942 allied tank design was that suitably
powerful and robust engines or powertrains had simply not been developed
to accommodate the added weight of heavy tank armour let alone provide
satisfactory mechanical reliability at cross-country speeds exceeding a walking
pace. Finally, from a tactical standpoint, heavily armoured tank operations
would be severely limited by the lack of suitably heavy roads or bridges
throughout much of Europe, and this fact reduced the incentive to actually
deploy any heavy designs until later in the war.

T14 Heavy Tank Prototype, and joint US/UK project. A few of
these up-armoured Shermans, fitted with enlarged turrets
and the 76mm HVAT gun were to be deployed in the last
months of the war by the US Army.
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Alternative to the Sherman, the T20 Medium Tank Prototype of 1942. Note the
turret accommodating the 76mm HVAT gun.

Based on British Desert War experience, American designers attempted
another strategy to reduce the overall height signature of the M3/M4 hull.
The T20 series represented a number of concept designs which altered
engine/drivetrain and suspension components, but it was obvious that there
would be significant consequential issues of serviceability and reliability
arising from new untested designs. Also, the resulting logistical and training
nightmares were considered to be unacceptable. Russian as well as domestic
political pressures were mounting for the British and the Americans to open
another offensive front. Once the Germans had been defeated in North
Africa, there was huge political pressure to attack the Axis by invading the
continent. The unpleasant, but limited experience of both the British and the
Americans in confronting newer German gun technology became subservient
to political considerations. The disastrous assault on Dieppe in August 1942
was to make a profound impact about the importance of careful and
coordinated planning. So, Allied military planners concluded that the
Sherman, with its faults, would be the principal allied tank used for the
duration of the war. This thinking was to change somewhat over the next
several years, but remained largely-the reality until 1945. Between 1942 and
1945, interim efforts by the British to develop heavier tanks, and by the
Americans to develop tank destroyers, were to never actually meet their
intended goals. Meanwhile, the pace of German AFV development advanced
principally in the face of pressures the Wehrmacht faced combating Russian
armour on the Eastern European Front. So, in an effort to address some of
the earlier deficiencies of the M4 a series of improvements were limited to
the basic initial design as the war progressed.
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Canadian Army Battlefield Experience. In December 1942, the entire
Canadian Armoured establishment consisted of some 990 tanks. In
anticipation of upcoming involvements in offensive operations, in early 1943,
the M4A4 (aka Mk. V) Sherman began to replace the Canadian Rams and the
assortment of other AFVs, and the General Staff set the tank strength of
Canadian Armoured. The Mk. V Sherman tank was to remain the principal kit
of the Canadian Army for the rest of the war. It had a welded plate hull, was
larger than the earlier M4, giving the crew more room, upgraded armour in
the form of plates added to the glacis, side hull and turret, and improved
ammunition storage intended to reduce the risk of explosive combustion
should an enemy round penetrate the hull. Its Chrysler multibank engine was
substantially more powerful than its radial predecessor.
After Dieppe, a Canadian tank regiment’s strength was set at three squadrons
of four troops, which amounted to 48 Sherman tanks. Additionally, there
were 13 HQ tanks (including Rams fit with multiple radios but without a main
gun), a recce troop of 11 light tanks (M3 Stuarts), 6 anti-aircraft tanks
(initially, the Crusader, later, Valiants or Skinks), 4 recovery Ram tanks, a
dozen or more armoured cars and more than 120 soft skin vehicles of all
descriptions. These numbers were to fluctuate somewhat throughout the
war as various specialty groupings (eg. Bridge-layers) were either attached or
removed.
One brigade of three tank regiments was to be the Canadian contribution to
Operation Husky. Following the Axis defeat in Sicily, the Canadian
contribution to the Italian campaign increased with the addition of one
infantry division, supported by British and Polish armoured units; later, as the
campaign expanded in Italy, the Fifth Canadian Armoured Division would
assume the British and Polish roles in the fall of 1943, with personnel simply
exchanging, using the existing vehicles already in place (some of which were
the earlier M4). Therefore, throughout 1944 the Canadian Army in Italy had a
complement of around 300 Sherman tanks in its arsenal. As previously
mentioned, the Canadian Sherman deployment was to more than double that
number following D-Day. Our Sherman losses closely mirrored those of the
British, given the similarities of equipment and tank regiment deployment.
About 38% were lost through engagement by enemy tanks and SPGs. Overall,
about 30% of all losses were the result of enemy antitank guns. As the war
progressed, larger numbers of tanks were lost as the result of enemy shoulder
-fired rockets (Bazookas). Engagement range averages varied from up to 950
yards (in North Africa), to 350 yards (Sicily and Italy). In the Northwest
European Campaign, average engagement ranges were around 800-850
yards. As noted above, a hit from an 88mm gun had slightly greater than a
50% chance of immobilizing a Sherman, while a German 75mm hit was slightly
less-lethal (36% chance of immobilization).
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Based on the British experience of 1939-1942, “wastage” (ie the number of
completely destroyed tanks, each having to be replaced by a new tank) was
anticipated to be 50%/calendar year. This had been for all types and for all
reasons. When new tank deliveries slowed to a virtual trickle during the
desert campaign, the British had perfected an advanced “echelon-based”
recovery and repair programme which was to dramatically reduce wastage.
As the Italian campaign progressed, it was found that tank loss rates
considerably accelerated, so that the rate of loss increased to about 50
percent of tanks being critically damaged in the short space of two months.
This figure was to increase yet again following operations in Northwestern
Europe, where the wastage rate increased to virtually 100 percent every eight
to twelve weeks. Yet, despite these losses, there was virtually never a critical
shortage of replacement vehicles in either Italy or in NWE for two
fundamental reasons. The first was that new tank production was able to
dramatically exceed the number of tanks being completely destroyed. In
NWE, despite the fact that some 7,000 American and 4,000+ British Empire
Shermans became “wastage,” more than 40,000 Sherman tanks were
produced during the war years. Despite fielding comparable numbers of tanks
to the Americans, the REME/RCEME repair echelon system became
sufficiently elaborate, trained and experienced so that the number of our
tanks “destroyed” on the battlefield was dramatically reduced. Repairs
ranging from those done on the battlefield by the crew right up to complete
tank rebuilds from salvaged parts done at the Army level meant that repaired
tanks were being returned to the front line in the short period of days to
weeks. It became rare for a regiment to be short of its full tank complement
for more than a few days. This turn-around rate was another great advantage
that the Sherman Tank had over all other Allied tanks. Parts were in plentiful
supply and repairs were quickly and relatively easily made.

Crews became adept at most track repair and more
complex track or running gear damage were
usually managed at the regimental echelon level.
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The Sherman advantage was also apparent compared to all enemy tank types.
Whereas a Sherman could be repaired to return to service within days to
weeks, it was not uncommon for a German Mark V or VI to require divisional
or army echelon-level repair requiring weeks to months. It became common
to find enemy tanks simply abandoned because of the difficulties associated
with recovery and transportation for rear echelon repairs. Allied air
superiority also played a major role to interfere with tank recovery, repair and
replacement, as the roads were constantly under threat of attack by
tank-busting Typhoon or Thunderbolt ground attack fighters.

This Mk VI Tiger was abandoned by its crew after losing a track to enemy
gunfire.

German tank production, dwarfed by sheer numbers, and by staggering losses
was simply unable to keep up!
Sherman Firefly. The D-day invasion saw the first deployment of upgraded
Mk. V Shermans, known as “Fireflys.” About one in four of the Canadian tanks
mounted the latest gun, the 17-Pounder (76mm) HVAT gun. Designed in
1941, but not successfully deployed until 1943, this gun was capable of fully
penetrating the frontal armour of both the Mk V and VI German tanks at
ranges of less than 2000 yards, although its revolutionary APDS round lost
significant accuracy at that range.
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The US 76mm M1 gun, equipping later versions of US Shermans as well as
tank destroyers, had a cartridge case capacity of 5lb less powder than the
British gun, so its performance was inferior and the gun was not adopted by
the British or Canadians.
Left: The Tungsten core of the Armour Piercing
Discarding Sabot (APDS) round greatly increased the
muzzle velocity (and engagement range) of the
17-pounder gun.

Right: Firefly,
mounting the17lb
HVAT gun. Note the
Muzzle brake and
elaborate effort to
camouflage the gun.

The muzzle brake on the Firefly made it an obvious target for German
Anti-tank gunners and Canadian crews quickly developed strategies to
camouflage their tanks. Despite the gun improvement, there was no effort to
add armour protection, so crews commonly welded applique armour (mainly
old steel treads) to give themselves more protection. By the end of fighting in
France, the Fireflys had begun to replace 75mm-gunned tanks, but the
process was not fully completed prior to VE Day.
It should be mentioned that there was an ongoing effort made to train our
tank gunners about exploiting enemy tank weaknesses, given the limitations
of their own guns. Attack angles and particular targets on enemy tanks could
be exploited by gunners to help overcome their own limitations, and
successful steps were taken, where possible, to apply winning strategies
during tank-on-tank engagements.
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American data, using 76mmHVAT ammunition on Mk V and VI targets.
The M4A4 75mm gun could defeat the Tiger or the Panther if the distance
and angle of attack were favourable or if the tracks were damaged,
immobilizing the enemy tank, facilitating a better approach. The use of
Smoke (intense heat from the WP round) or the assistance an Infantry Assault
Team were also effective against immobilized enemy vehicles, and the
experience in Normandy quickly forged Canadian tankers and infanteers into
a uniform team. It was the Canadians who pioneered what we now call the
APC, intended specifically to facilitate infantry close support to armour.
So, in the final analysis, it appears difficult to say with certainty that fielding
an alternative to the Sherman would have produced better results in terms of
the Allied (or Canadian, to be specific) victory in Europe.
Starting with a force of about 50 all ranks, by the end of the War, more than
20,000 had served in the Canadian Armoured Corps. More than 750 tank
crewmen were killed in Sicily/Italy and nearly 1000 KIAs in Northwestern
Europe, with 6800 casualties as the final price tag paid. For their service and
sacrifice, the prefix “Royal” was granted by King George VI on August 5, 1945.
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An Unusual War Memorial In Japan
Submitted by Teri Jane Bryant (#3250)

You don’t often see monuments to the fallen of the armed forces a country
fought against. I visited one such monument in Japan in June of 2017 and took
the photo above.
Lt. Hampton Gray, V.C., D.S.C., was a Canadian pilot who volunteered in 1940.
After service in Britain and East Africa, he was sent to fly with the British
Pacific Fleet. He won a Distinguished Service Cross on July 28, 1945 for sinking
a Japanese destroyer. On August 9, 1945, Lt. Gray took off from the HMS
Formidable to lead an attack by eight Corsair fighters on Japanese shipping in
Onagawa Bay, off the northeast coast of Japan. He was hit, but pressed home
his attack, scoring a direct hit that ultimately sank the Japanese ship the
Amakusa. Unfortunately, his plane crashed as a result of AA fire during the
attack and he was killed. He was posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross,
the highest military award in the British Empire and Commonwealth.
In 1989, a monument to Lt. Gray was erected in a hillside park overlooking the
bay where this action took place. I visited that monument in June 2007. The
monument was lost in the tsunami that devastated the area in 2011, but was
recovered and rededicated in a new location in 2012. I visited the town of
Onagawa again on June 5, 2017. The monument is now in a small park in front
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of the community health centre, on high ground overlooking the bay. The
park also has several monuments to the victims of the tsunami and a small,
award-winning garden.
There are plaques on the monument in English, French and Japanese. The
English reads:
Lt. R.H. Gray, V.C., D.S.C. 1917-1945
In honoured memory of Lieutenant Robert Hampton Gray, V.C., D.S.C., Royal
Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve. The last Canadian to be killed in action
during the Second World War, Lieutenant Gray, from Nelson, British
Columbia, died when his Corsair aircraft was shot down as he fearlessly led a
carrier air strike against the ships of the Imperial Japanese Navy at Onagawa
Bay on August 9th, 1945.
For more information, please see the following websites:
http://www.cmp-cpm.forces.gc.ca/dhh-dhp/gal/vcg-gcv/bio/gray-rh-eng.asp
http://www.nelsonstar.com/news/new-hampton-gray-monument-unveiled-in
-japan/
If you plan to visit, please contact me at tallteri@shaw.ca for detailed
directions.

Lt. R.H. Gray VC DSC RCNVR
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The Calgary Chapter Update
Submitted by Martin Urquhart (#3406)
The Military Collectors’ Club of Canada - Calgary Chapter is a registered
Non-Profit Society, as per the Alberta Societies Act, effective
January 30, 2018.
Musters are normally held on the first Sunday of the month in the 1918 Tap &
Table Restaurant at Royal Canadian Legion Branch 246 (Kensington Road
Legion) which has graciously provided a meeting venue for our monthly
musters. Currently and while COVID-19 gathering restrictions remain in place,
our Musters are conducted online via Zoom.

Calgary Chapter Musters July 5, August 2 and
September 6, 2020
With the Alberta Government’s Health Services COVID-19 pandemic gathering
restrictions still in place, the Calgary Chapter continued to Muster online via
Zoom, conducting musters July 5 , August 2 and September 6, 2020, and will
continue to muster monthly online, until such a time when we can meet in
person.
Participation has increased with each muster and since inception in May, nine
members now participate, and with the addition of Herb in September, four
were first time Zoomers. For some members, the learning curve was a
challenge, but the effort well worth it. The goal, to learn a new skill. The
reward, that one can now link with fellow members’. I continue to provide
any member with online Zoom tutorials. My goal is to get all Calgary Chapter
members, with online access, participating.
Musters have been quite enjoyable. We not only get a chance to see each
other and but now we get caught up with each other. For me, the
conversations following show and tell have been most rewarding as we
experience the return of our Chapter members' sense of community.
Mustering online provides our members a good gathering alternative, but I
miss the in-person atmosphere at the 1918 Tap & Table, and oh yes, the
appetizers.
Zoom Muster Business Meetings and Show & Tell segments were recorded,
copied, and emailed to the Chapter’s membership to the benefit of those
members who could not or have yet to participate .
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Show and Tell highlights from July include the following:
•

Wes Hensley - Wes discussed WWI United States Army Air Service
veteran William Howard Bloom, an Enlisted Aviator, and displayed a
collection of Bloom artifacts including his rare original 1913 style Military
Aviator badge, manufactured by Ordnance Department, Rock Island
Arsenal, Illinois. Collection is for sale.

A selection of US Air Service, Enlisted Aviator, William Howard Bloom, personal
artifacts, including a rare original 1913 style Military Aviator badge.

•

James Baldwin - Displayed and discussed a complete set of WWII Aircraft
Recognition playing cards including all four packs and literature, in the
original packaging and dated 1942, and updated us on Gordon Hill, a
WWII Hurricane pilot living in Calgary. The Hurricane restored at the
Hanger Flight Museum was the one Gordon flew in WWII.

WWII Aircraft Recognition playing cards dated 1942 and Gordon Hill, WWII
Hurricane Pilot, and his restored Hurricane at the Hanger Flight Museum
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Lorin Werle - Showed and discussed a WWII home front items including a
“Brier Plug” Smoking Pipe Tobacco Tin marked in orange band “Wartime
Package”; a souvenir ceramic T-Pot identified as “War Against Hitlerism.
This Souvenir Teapot was made for Dyson and Horsefall of Preston to
replace Aluminum Stocks taken over for Allied Armaments 1939.

Lorin’s WWII period Home front items including a “Brier Plug” Smoking
Tobacco Tin; a souvenir ceramic T-Pot

•

Teri Bryant - Showed and discussed the British Commonwealth WWII
Bren Gun with examples including a Mk. II Bren gun with sling, dated
1943, made in Canada by Inglis and a Mk II Bren gun, dated 1943, made
in Britain by the Monotype Group with its receiver made by Daimler.

Teri with a MKII by Inglis and a
MKII by the Monotype Group
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Martin Urquhart. - Discussed the US Army Air Assault Badge, its history
and the Vietnam War Air Assault badge eligibility controversy that still
exists today, showing examples from his collection including an original
11th Air Assault Test Division’s Air Assault Badge unofficially approved in
1963, his 11th Air Assault Badge from 1971 and an original current Air
Assault Badge approved in 1972 and issued in 1973.

An original 1964 issue 11th Air Assault Division (Test) Air Assault badge, 1971
1st Cavalry Division badge and an original 1973 issue US Army Air Assault
Badge

Show and Tell highlights from August include the following:
•

James B. - Showed and Discussed the Military Museum’s WWII exhibition
“Untold Stories of WWII” and showed images from his visit including a
wall of 15 framed images from Hitlers office. He also showed and
discussed a French Model 1866 Yataghan sword bayonet, dated 1869, for
use on the 11 mm. M1866 Chassepot needle-fire rifle. The US Civil War
M1855 Sword Bayonet was copied from the Chassepot.

The Military Museum’s
WWII exhibition “Untold
Stories of WWII”.
A French Model 1866
Yataghan sword bayonet.
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Teri Bryant - Showed and discussed the submachine guns Canada’s
Peacekeepers would have encountered in the post-WWII era including
Russian PPSh41 submachine gun, Yugoslav M56 submachine gun and
Israeli IMI Uzi submachine gun.

Teri with a Russian PPSh41 and a Yugoslav M56 submachine gun.

•

Martin Urquhart - Showed and discussed 1st Special Service Force and
474 Infantry Regiment with emphasis on the tunic of 1st Sgt. Marvin D.
Price.

WWII veteran, US Army 1st Sgt. Marvin D. Price’s tunic with Marvin in the center
of the photo in the top image.

•

Kevin Dooley. - Discussed the Italian 1938 Carcano rifle and carbine and
displayed his carbine version Model 1938 Mountain Carbine.

The Italian 1938 Carcano carbines. With the Model 1938 Mountain Carbine with folding
Bayonet (top) and the Italian Terni Model 1938 Carbine with Bayonet (bottom).
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Show and tell highlights from September include the following:
•

James Baldwin. - Showed and discussed: a Canadian WWI-WWII Clasp
(folding) Knife marked to 1*XL, George Wostenholm, Sheffield England
with Canadian C broad arrow and a set of Social Studies Documentary
Photo Cards picked up in a Vietnam Vets bookstore in La Joya, CA. The
set’s theme, the Japanese Interment period, including a great photo of
the Mansanar Relocation Center, Inyo County, CA., one of ten camps
where Japanese American citizens and resident Japanese aliens were
incarcerated during World War II.

James shows and discussed a Canadian WWI-WWII Clasp Knife and a selection
of Japanese Interment period Social Studies Documentary Photo Cards

•

Martin Urqhuart. - Discussed Alexander and George W. Urquhart,
Brothers who in 1861 enlisted in the Union Army’s 1st Michigan Cavalry
Regiment in Detroit, Michigan. He showed original cap insignia and
cavalry saber rig which included an 1851 Pattern saber belt with 1851 belt
plate, 1862 pattern cap box by S.H. Young & Co., Newark, N.J. Stamped R.
White U.S. Ord. Dept. Sub Inspector on front flap and a 1862 pattern
holster by Emerson Gaylord, Chicopee, Massachusetts for a Colt Army
Model 1860 revolver.

US Cavalry, 1851 Pattern saber belt, 1851 belt plate, 1862 cap and
1862 pattern holster for the Colt Army Model 1860 revolver.
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Teri Bryant - Showed and discussed the Commonwealth’s Bren Light
Machine Gun Tripod. She demonstrated the standard ground
configuration, the anti-aircraft configuration and the A-A configuration
with an SMLE rifle substituted for the 2-part leg, as they used the same
fitting as the rifle’s bayonet for the leg.

Teri discusses the Bren Gun Tripod and demonstrates the various
configurations, anti-aircraft (A-A), ground, and A-A with SMLE rifle leg
substitute.

•

Herb Johnson. - At the request of several members, Herb gave us a visual
tour of his impressive collection showing and discussing theme section
cabinets.

A portion of Herb’s Royal Canadian Artillery and
Canadian Guard Regiments collection.
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Henry Stevens. - Displayed and discussed a British Tower marked smooth
bore flintlock carbine, India Pattern, Sergeant’s Model of 1797. It was
carried by sergeants of the light company in a battalion, so carried by
four men out of the 1,000 in the battalion. It is .65 calibre, so basically a
scaled down India Pattern Brown Bess.

*****COMING EVENTS*****
Coronavirus (COVID-19) and Event Listings
Due to the Coronavirus (COVID-19), there have been, and will continue to
be, event cancellations. For events you are interested in, participate in or
that you usually attend, please keep in touch with the event organizers for
updates and before you leave for a show
October 2020
17th
18th
18th
18th
31st

Ottawa Military Heritage Show, Nepean Sportsplex, 1701
Woodroffe Ave., Ottawa, ON, 8:30AM to 2:30PM
(Peter 613-256-1105)
Canadian Society of Military Medals & Insignia (CSMMI) Show &
Sale, 2285 New Street, Burlington, ON, 8:00AM to 12:00Noon
(Bryan 289-837-4067) CANCELED
Orangeville Gun & Militaria Show, Orangeville Fairgrounds, 2km
East on Hockley Road, 3km North of Hwy 10 & Hwy 9 Junction,
Orangeville, ON, 7:30AM to 1:00PM (Allan 416-579-4944)
Chilliwack HACS Arms Show, Evergreen Hall, 9291 Corbould St.,
Chilliwack, BC 9:00 am – 5:00pm
(further information contact Jay 604-835-8864) CANCELED
Oshawa Military Show, General Sikorski Hall, 1551 Stevenson Road
N., Oshawa, ON, 8:30AM to 2:00PM www.oshawamilitaryshow.ca
(Angela 416-427-8379 or info@oshawamilitaryshow.ca)
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November 2020
1st
7th
14th, 15th
15th
15th

Western Gun & Militaria Collectors, Woodstock Fairgrounds, 875
Nellis St., Woodstock, ON, 7:30AM to 2:00PM
(Monica 905-679-8812)
Lower Canada Arms & Militaria Fair Place Desaulniers, 1023
Taschereau Blvd. Longueuil, Quebec, 9:00AM to 3:00PM
(450-445-5801 www.lca-canada.com)
Chilliwack HACS Arms Show, Evergreen Hall, 9291 Corbould St.,
Chilliwack, BC 9:00 am – 5:00pm.
(further information contact Jay 604-835-8864) CANCELED
Canadian Society of Military Medals & Insignia (CSMMI) Show &
Sale, 2285 New Street, Burlington, ON, 8:00AM to 12:00 Noon.
(Bryan 289-837-4067) CANCELED
Ontario Arms Fair, Markham Fairgrounds, 10801 McCowan Rd,
Markham, ON, 7:30AM to 1:00PM.
(Allan 416-579-4944)

December 2020
5th

6th

13th

13th
20th

Toronto Military Show, Etobicoke Olympium, 590 Rathburn
Road, Toronto, ON, 8:30AM to 2:00PM
www.torontomilitaryshow.com (Angela 416-427-8379 or
cmhctoronto@hotmail.com) CANCELED
Orangeville Gun & Militaria Show, Orangeville Fairgrounds, 2km
East on Hockley Road, 3km North of Hwy 10 & Hwy 9 Junction,
Orangeville, ON, 7:30AM to 1:00PM. (Monica 905-679-8812)
Hamilton Military Collectors Society (HMCS), Merritt Hall, 630
Trinity Road, Jerseyville, ON, 8:00AM to 12:00 Noon.
(Marshall 289-700-6017) CANCELED
Chilliwack HACS Arms Show, Evergreen Hall, 9291 Corbould St.,
Chilliwack, BC 9:00 am – 5:00pm. (further information contact
Jay 604-835-8864) CANCELED
Western Gun & Militaria Collectors, Woodstock Fairgrounds, 875
Nellis St., Woodstock, ON, 7:30AM to 2:00PM. (Monica
905-679-8812) CANCELED

Please visit the following website for up to date information on Canadian Gun
Shows that may not be listed above and when information becomes available.
www.guntradeshows.ca
www.cssa-cila.org
www.calgarygunshow.com
www.gunshowtrader.com
www.ontariogunshows.com
www.hacsbc.ca
www.viaca.ca
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Please let me know if you know of any upcoming events and we will be sure
to include them.
Terry Wallace #1421
519-290-0589
braveheart-militaria@rogers.com

SWAP & SHOP
Want to post a Swap & Shop ad? Simply submit and pay for your ad online or
e-mail/mail your ad with payment to the Secretary/Treasurer. Cost is $4.00/
issue or $16.00/year. Please make cheque or money order payable to the
Military Collectors' Club of Canada, include your membership number and
keep your ad to ten lines or less.
WANTED:
Corrections, Jail and Prison Shoulder Patches, Canada, US and worldwide. Will
also consider purchasing Law Enforcement and Military Challenge Coins.
Contact: Arlen Nienhuis #3457
Email: abnienhuis@gmail.com

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
Original Items - Luftwaffe dagger cross guard, 2 Army dagger cross guards, 1
navy dagger grip and any good parts and pieces of the same.
Contact: Ron Serbin #1149
Phone: 204-981-4833

(Expires Winter 2020)
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FOR SALE:
I have decided to sell off my militaria vending stock which includes my
Worldwide Korean War collection.
Contact: Herb Johnson (#H011)
Phone: 403-549-2210
Email: herbj33@msn.com

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
280 Ross Rifle Brass, fired, in box preferred. Makers - R R Co, Winchester,
Remington, U.S.C.Co. and KYNOCH. Thanks!
Contact: Jim Lockhart
Ross Rifle Company
Cell: 204-223-7663, call or text
Email: rimfire@shaw.ca
northcote1885@yahoo.com

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
RAF Squadron 692 Blazer Crest or Cloth Badge. King and/or Queens crown.
Thanks!
Contact: David Mildon #3218
Phone: 905-898-3558
Email: 521900skeena@gmail.com

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
QSA w/3 bars to 374. Pte. A.J. Stuckey, 2nd Canadian Mounted Rifles; WW1
VM to Capt. A.J. Stuckey; N.W. Rebellion (no bar) to Capt. H Hechler; CAMC
Nursing Sisters (Great War); Military Mail. Describe/Price/Scans. Thanks!
Contact: Dean Mario
P.O. Box 342 Station Main
Saskatoon, SK S7K 3L3
Email: northcote1885@yahoo.com

(Expires Summer 2020)
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WANTED:
Ross Rifle(s) & parts including barrels, barrel bands, sights, screws, stocks. All
makes, years, Military or Commercial. Accoutrements: slings, cases or
scabbards. RRCO ammo or brass including brass for 280, 303 Brit, 354 Rimless,
370, 375-303 (Swift) Kings Norton Metal Co. Ltd and USA makers, Union
Cartridge Co, Remington & Winchester. Empty boxes, manuals or Post photos.
(advertisements). Bayonet for Mk III marked D.A.438 off HMS Canada later
Almirante Latorre (Chile).
Contact: James Lockhart #3215
Cell: 204.223.7663 call or text
Email: Rimfire@shaw.ca

(Expires Winter 2020)

FOR SALE:
Jeffrey Hoare Auction’s Catalogues with Prices Realized. For what we collect,
these are an important reference which provided Real Values. Multiple copies
available.
Contact: Tim Wellstead #3565
The Book Barn
86457 Norman Line, R.R. #3, Wingham, ON
Website: www.thebookbarnon86.ca
Email: twellstead74@@gmail.com

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
Waterloo Medal issued to Private Luke Harcourt, 1st Battalion, 27th Regiment
of Foot. This soldier was wounded at Waterloo and in 1817 was issued his
medal as well as a land grant of 100 acres near the present-day Orangeville,
Ontario. The medal came to Ontario but is believed to have been sold over a
hundred years ago. Any help in locating this medal, whether for sale or not,
would be greatly appreciated.
Contact: William Harcourt,
27 Fairway Lane, Guelph, ON, N1E 7A8
Phone: 519-836-1350,
Email: flintlockmusket1815@gmail.com

(Expires Summer 2020)
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WANTED:
Quality WW1 & WW2 Prisoner of War/Internee in Canada and Veterans
Guard of Canada. Ephemera, paper, cloth, wood, metal. Particularly
handicraft, Veteran Guard names and histories and information relating to
personnel, camps, occurrences, etc.
Contact: Robert Henderson (# 0566)
6015-5th Ave., Regina, Sask. S4T-6V4
306-543-5822
homefront@sasktel.net

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
US Police, Sheriffs & Fish & Wildlife Law Enforcement badges & shoulder
patches, original items only. Will purchase from one piece to entire
collections.
Contact: Dean Tresch (#3352)
PO Box 30054 Spokane, WA 99223, USA
militarycollector7711@gmail.com
509-939-1296

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
Afghanistan 1878-80 Medal to 1597 Pte. J. Demsey 1st Manchester Regt.;
Queen’s South Africa Medal to 2222 3rd Cl Tpr. W.R. Lunniss SAC; QSA to 3445
C. Sgt. A. J. Fogerty KOYLI; Queen’s Sudan, QSA, KSA to 3437 Pte. W. Smith
Lincolnshire Regt.; IGS 1895, QSA to 4661 Pte. A. Turner AOC; QSA 197 Pte. H.
Speller 7th Hussars; QSA KSA 2557 Pte. E. W. Jelley 2/Rifle Brigade; Queen’s
Sudan, QSA Khedive Sudan Medal Bar: Khartum to 4113 Sgt. E. C. Riley Royal
Warwickshire Regt.; R. Oliver ASC; India 1848-49 Bar: Bhurtpore 164 Sgt. Mjr.
D. May 59th Regt. Foot. QSA 9591 Pte. R. Oliver ASC.
Also looking for bars for QSA (singles or multiple bar combinations)
Contact: Doug Styles (#0218) dstyles@shaw.ca
15223 79A Avenue Edmonton, AB T5R 3H3
(780) 483-7985

(Expires Winter 2020)
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WANTED:
RCMP parka, 1960’s-1970’s, black, size X-large, made by Peerless Garment
Winnipeg.
White horsehide moccasins sizes 7-8-12-13
Information on Island watchers & Spotters in the Pacific WWII.
Information on Canadian & Commonwealth snipers - Who, Where & When
Manitoba Telephone System trailer caboose, complete with running gear &
tires.
Contact: Danny Hutch (# 2893)
482 Arnold Avenue Winnipeg, MB, R3L 0X2
204-475-7471

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
Canadian Korea Medals. In particular, those with the service # prefix “L” &
Suffix’s “E” & “H”.
Also, WWI medals to RCN and RCNVR.
Contact: Dave Mildon (#3218)
Email: skeena@bell.net

(Expires Winter 2020)

WANTED:
12.3 Converted automatic firearms, especially WWII Pacific Theatre related
guns. 12.3 Chinese-marked Mauser 712 Schnellfeuer, Thompson 1928A1 and
Japanese 12.3 converted automatics especially sought. Don’t deactivate, sell
to me to preserve our firearms heritage! Also interested in other Japanese
militaria and firearms. Can help with identification and translation of Japanese
items.
Contact: Teri Jane Bryant #3250
PO Box 72043, RPO Glenmore Landing, Calgary, AB T2V 5H9
403-289-4229
Email: tallteri@shaw.ca
(Expires Winter 2021)
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Have a story to tell?
Articles Required!
Submit Your Entry Now!

Bill Treleaven (#3478)
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KIT SHOP ITEMS FOR SALE

Kit shop items can be purchased online via PayPal or ordered by contacting
the Secretary/Treasurer and submitting payment by cheque or money order
made payable to the MCC of C. Please add $10.00 to your order to cover the
cost of postage. Thank You.
1. Club Medal (National)

$12.00

2. Lapel Pins

$6.00

3. Club Crests

$5.00

4. Bullion Blazer Crest

$10.00

5. 15 Year LSM (Free to eligible)

$16.00

6. 10 Year & Merit Bar (Free to eligible)

$5.00

7. Club Tie

$16.00

8. Medals & Badges of the MCC of C

$25.00

#1 & #5

#4 & #7

#2

#6

#3

#8
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Martin Urquhart (#3406)
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The Shooting Edge, Calgary (#4381)
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Doug Johnson (#3081)
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Kevin Roberts (#3459)

David Hiorth (#3515)
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Deadline dates for
Advertising
Spring Issue: March
adverts to arrive by February 15
Summer issue: June
adverts to arrive by May 15
Fall issue: September
adverts to arrive by August 15
Winter issue: December
adverts to arrive by November 15
For more info, Contact:
Martin Urquhart
(587) 888-7704 or (403) 764-0348
mccofc@shaw.ca

Clinton Beck (#3434)
Nicholas Beck (#3442)
YOUR AD HERE!

MCC of C Canada Journal
Advertising Rates
Full Page (7 ¼” X 4 ½”) $90.00
per issue
Half Page (3 5/8” X 4 ½”) $50.00 per issue
Quarter Page (3 5/8” X 2 ¼”) $30.00 per issue
Inserts: prices will be quoted on submission of material.
Discount: If four issues are paid in advance, a 10% discount will be given.
Contact Martin today: (587) 888-7704 or (403) 764-0348
mccofc@shaw.ca
All advertisers must be current members of the MCC of C
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RENEWAL / APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP - PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Name: __________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________
City, Prov. /State, Country: ___________________________________
Postal Code/Zip Code: ________________ Phone #: ______________
E-mail: __________________________________________________
Interests:
___________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
I am a Collector ________ / a Dealer ________ or Both ________
I was a previous member: No ________ / Yes ________
I am a current member and my membership # is: _________
Signature: ___________________________ Dated: ________________
Do you agree to have your name and information printed in the Journal and/
or Membership Roster - Re. The Privacy Act: Yes ________ No ________
How would you like to receive your Journal? Mail ___ E-mail ___ or Both ___
Membership dues are as follows:
CANADA $ 25.00/year
$ 45.00/2 Years (IN CDN$)
USA $ 25.00/year
$ 45.00/2 years (IN US$)
OVERSEAS $ 30.00/year $ 55.00/2 years (IN CDN$)
Registration and Payment options include: Online Registration at mccofc.ca;
Interac e-transfer to mccofc@shaw.ca or by mail with cheque/money order
made payable to The Military Collectors’ Club of Canada. Please complete the
Form and send with payment to the address below.
Martin Urquhart
Secretary & Treasurer
Military Collectors’ Club of Canada
C/O 3048 Parkdale Blvd NW, Calgary, AB, Canada T2N 5B3
Phone: (403) 764-0348
E-mail: mccofc@shaw.ca
Website: Http://www.mccofc.ca
Questions? Contact Martin Urquhart by phone or email.
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MCC of C Member (#0711)
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Tanya Ursual (#0780)

